Introduction
The usual strategy for solving the neutron diffusion equation in two or three dimensions by nodal methods is to reduce the multidimensional partial differential equation to a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in the separate spatial coordinates. This reduction is accomplished by "transverse integration" of the equation. 1 For example, in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, the three-dimensional equation is first integrated over x and y to obtain an ODE in z, then over x and z to obtain an ODE in y, and finally over y and z to obtain an ODE in x. Then the ODEs are solved to obtain onedimensional solutions for the neutron fluxes averaged over the other two dimensions. These solutions are found in regions ("nodes") small enough for the material properties and cross sections in them to be adequately represented by average values. Because the solution in each node is an exact analytical solution, the nodes can be much larger than the mesh elements used in finite-difference solutions. Then the solutions in the different nodes are coupled by applying interface conditions, ultimately fixing the solutions to the external boundary conditions. However, the transverse integration procedure fails in (r, ) or (r, , z) cylindrical geometry, because the transverse integration over r (in 2-d) or z and r (in 3-d) leads to an impasse, as shown in Section 2.0. In this report, it is shown how the impasse can be circumvented. The diffusion equation is readily integrated over z to obtain an equation in r and for the z-averaged neutron flux ) , ( r z . Then the solution for ) , ( r z is found analytically and integrated over each remaining coordinate to obtain a solution for the neutron flux averaged over the other coordinate (and z). Even though the solution for ) , ( r z has been found, it is still necessary to compute the one-dimensional solutions, because it is impractical to couple the two-dimensional solutions across node interfaces.
Thus, instead of obtaining one-dimensional differential equations and solving each of them to obtain one-dimensional solutions, a two-dimensional solution is found directly and then integrated to obtain one-dimensional solutions. The two-dimensional solution for ) , ( r z has been found by three different methods. The first two, the method of integral transforms and the method of separation of variables, are presented formally in Sections 3.0 and 4.0, respectively. By a "formal solution," it is meant that an expression for ) , ( r z is obtained, but the boundary conditions may not have been applied and the integration of ) , ( r z to obtain one-dimensional solutions has not been performed. The third approach, the Green's function method, is carried out completely in Section 5.0, to the point where it is ready for coding. The implementation of the Green's function solution in a computer code is the focus of the next phase of work after that which is reported here.
In Section 6.0, the three-dimensional solution is completed by application of the usual transverse integration method to obtain a one-dimensional solution in z for the neutron flux averaged over r and .
The Failure of Traditional Transverse Integration
The transverse integration procedure begins with the diffusion equation (written here in multigroup form, with the energy group index omitted):
where R = removal cross section S = volumetric source rate D = diffusion coefficient, and the other symbols have their usual meaning in nuclear reactor physics.
This equation is first integrated over z k z z k+1 , the domain of z in the node, to obtain 
is the average derivative with respect to z of the z-component of the neutron current.
Next, Eq. (2) is integrated over r i r r i+1 , the domain of r in the node. The appropriate average over r includes the weighting factor r to account for the geometry. 
The difficulty arises with the azimuthal term. This is 
The goal of the transverse integration process is to obtain an equation in the -dependent r-and z-averaged flux, 
But the presence of 1/r in the integrand of Eq. (4) makes this goal unattainable. Successive integration by parts does not work, because a logarithm is obtained that prevents the eventual elimination of r-dependent factors in the integrand.
If r 2 is used as a weighting factor, the azimuthal integral becomes 
in which the integral does not lead to the quantity rz defined in Eq. (5) that is being sought.
If r 3 is used as a weighting factor, Eq. (4) becomes 
as desired, but the remaining part of the integral in Eq. 
The first term in Eq. (8) yields to successive integration by parts, but the second term cannot be reduced to a form involving ) ( rz . Nor does any other choice of weighting factor permit all of the pieces of Eq. (3) to be integrated simultaneously to usable forms.
Solution by the Integral Transform Method
The integral transform of a quantity Q in (r, ) geometry is
where is the domain of r and , r is the appropriate weighting function, and m is the m th eigenfunction of the homogeneous problem related to Eq. (2).
The quantity Q may be a function, an operator, or an equation.
The eigenfunction m satisfies the homogeneous equation 
Eq. (10) is separable, so the eigenfunctions may be written 
where is a constant because only then can a function only of r and a function only of be equal for all r and .
m
The -dependent side of Eq. (16) can be written
subject to the appropriate homogeneous boundary conditions (i.e., the homogeneous analogues to the actual boundary conditions on the -boundaries). The subscript m will be seen below to be the index for the eigenvalues of the r-equation obtained from Eq. (16). For any value of m, infinitely many values of satisfy Eq. (17) with the appropriate homogeneous boundary conditions. Thus, any linear combination of theeigenfunctions (indexed by n) will satisfy Eq. (17) with the homogeneous boundary conditions. Furthermore, since Eq. (17) and these boundary conditions are the same for all m, the -eigenfunctions are the same for all m. But there will be a different reigenfunction for every combination of m and n. So Eq. (15) should be rewritten as
where T n ( ) is the -eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue . 
where mn is the eigenvalue. The eigenvalue does not appear as a coefficient in Eq. (27), because it has been absorbed into the constant of integration, c mn ( m must satisfy Eq. 
where, to save space, the functional dependence of R mn on r and T n on has not been written explicitly.
This formulation would be cumbersome to implement because of the double summation. Furthermore, the eigenvalues mn are difficult to evaluate. For example, in the case where boundary conditions are specified for currents, the equivalent homogeneous boundary conditions are dR mn /dr = 0 at r = r i and r = r i+1 . These boundary conditions lead to the following equation that must be solved for mn : 
Eq. (29) is one form of the solution to the problem, but it is desirable to seek more convenient forms. Another approach is tried in the next section.
Solution by Separation of Variables
The boundary conditions on Eq. (2) are generally inhomogeneous on all four boundaries, a circumstance that introduces complications in the standard application of the separation-of-variables technique. These complications are accommodated by the method of Grinberg. 3 Eq. (2) is cast in the form
with boundary conditions 
where M y is an operator in y.
A solution of eigenfunctions is sought of form
where X n (x) are the eigenfunctions, which satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions analogous to Eqs. (32).
The inhomogeneous boundary conditions at x = a,b are applied by a procedure that yields an ordinary differential equation in y,
where
and n is the eigenvalue of Eq. (31).
To find the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for Eq. (2), examine the homogeneous equation obtained from Eq. (2):
Eq. (37) is subject to the homogeneous boundary conditions analogous to Eqs. (32) and (33).
Next, assume that the solution of Eq. (37) is separable:
Substitution of Eq. (38) into Eq. (37) and collection of terms gives
where 2 is constant in order for a function only of r to be always equal to a function only of . Then 
where T n ( ) is the eigenfunction of Eq. (40) corresponding to the eigenvalue (instead of 2 n n as in Eq. (35)).
Then Eq. (35) corresponds to the equation
where S n (r ) is the n th expansion coefficient of the source-and-transverse-leakage term
expanded in the eigenfunctions T n , where j j+1 is the domain of in the node, and where f j+1 (r ) and f j (r ) are the boundary functions on = j+1 and = j , respectively. 
where r o is any point in the interval r i r r i+1 , and where 
The expansion may be written
In the case of interest here, the boundary conditions on the node interfaces are expressed in terms of currents, so that i = i+1 = 0. Also, in this case, the eigenvalues are
and the eigenfunctions are Eq. (51) and its companion form a pair of equations that may be solved for c 1n and c 2n . Finding these constants completes the solution of Eq. (3) by separation of variables. This solution is easier to implement than the one obtained by integral transforms, because the doubled summation is eliminated. But a third approach, described in the next section, seems even more convenient.
Solution by the Green's Function Method
The Green's function solution is easier to implement than the solutions presented above. Therefore, only the Green's function solution is integrated to produce one-dimensional solutions. The two-dimensional solution is obtained in Section 5. 
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are the same as those found in the previous solution: 
and the jump condition property is applied, and use is made of Green's identity,
where dA = area element of the domain on a plane surface, = curve enclosing , d = arclength element of , n = unit outer normal vector on , and f and g are functions defined in .
These steps, together with the use of the homogeneous boundary conditions on G and the inhomogeneous boundary conditions on To proceed further, one must know specific information about the boundary currents and the source term S(r, ) (which, it will be recalled, contains the average axial current term ) , ( r J z z ). On the boundaries at r i and r i+1 , assume a uniform r-component of the current:
over any of the integration intervals in r o indicated in Eq. (71). In Eq. (75), the symbols I,II and j,j+1 indicate alternatives.
The source integrals in Eq. (71) are addressed by expanding S(r o , o ) in a series of Legendre polynomials and retaining only the first three terms. The standard Legendre polynomials P n (x) are defined on the interval -1 x 1, which is not appropriate for the present problem. Here the shifted Legendre polynomials, , are appropriate, where 
Then the source term is expanded first in a series of eigenfunctions,
and next in a series of Legendre polynomials, truncated at the third term:
where x is defined in Eq. (76d).
When the assumptions on the boundary currents and the source term, along with the explicit form for g o from Eq. (65), are inserted into Eq. (71), and the result is evaluated at r = r i and the integrals are carried out as far as practical, the following expression is derived: 
and
The integrals of modified Bessel functions that remain in Eq. (79) will be evaluated in the numerical solution by Gaussian quadrature.
Eq. (78) is written for each node in the reactor. A system of equations is developed that can be written in matrix form as
. However, in an iterative solution scheme, these quantities can be evaluated from the solution of the previous iteration and used to find new values of r J .
Eq. (78) has two unknown r z J values, and as Eq. (78) is written for more and more nodes, each node introduces one additional unknown. The system is closed by application of the external boundary condition, which in effect introduces another equation without another unknown quantity. The closed system of equations is solved by standard matrix inversion techniques.
Integration over r
The integration over was simplified because all the terms in the series of eigenfunctions integrated to zero except the fundamental term, for which m = 0. No such simplification happens in the integration over r, and the infinite series remains. Otherwise, the procedure for the integration over r is the same as the procedure displayed in the previous subsection. The analogue of Eq. (71) 
In Eqs. (86) and (87), the coefficients C pm arise from collecting the coefficients of the Legendre polynomial expansion of Eq. (77b). Specifically,
Equivalence of Solutions
The actual physical flux distribution in the reactor is unique, so all physically meaningful solutions of the diffusion equation must be equivalent. The equivalence of the solutions obtained in Sections 3.0-6.0 is not apparent.
A proof of the equivalence of the three solutions is beyond the scope of this paper. However, some considerations pertaining to their equivalence are addressed.
In the solution by integral transforms, a double summation is obtained, in which one of the summations is a series of the radial eigenfunctions, which are linear combinations of the Bessel functions ) ( r J The separation-of-variables and Green's function solutions are similar in being series of the -eigenfunctions, with coefficients dependent on I and K . The key difference is that in the separation-of-variables solution, a set of cumbersome equations (Eqs. (50)) must be solved for the coefficients of I and K , whereas in the Green's function solution a collection of very recalcitrant integrals of modified Bessel functions must be found. Neither problem is readily amenable to solution in closed form. Perhaps the easiest way to show equivalence would be a broad survey of numerical evaluations for a comprehensive parameter set. This would not prove equivalence, but it would justify confidence.
However, any approach to demonstrating equivalence is beyond the scope of the funding contract for the project reported here.
Summary
The traditional transverse-integration approach has been described for developing nodal methods in reactor physics analysis by the neutron diffusion equation. The method succeeds in the derivation of an ordinary differential equation in z (as demonstrated in Section 6.0). It also succeeds in the derivation of an ODE in r, which the authors have done, but which is not reported here. However, the method fails in the derivation of an ODE in .
In lieu of obtaining an ODE in by integrating the partial differential diffusion equation in r and (already averaged over z) over r, the novel tactic is applied of finding a solution in r and directly and then integrating that over r to obtain the solution in . The two-dimensional solution is also integrated over to obtain a one-dimensional solution in r. The two-dimensional solution is obtained in three different ways (Sections 3.0, 4.0, and 5.1), and the one-dimensional solutions are obtained in Section 5.2. The three solution methods are the method of integral transforms, the method of separation of variables, and the Green's function method.
Although the physical solution is unique, the mathematical solutions obtained in Sections 3.0-5.0 appear quite different. The requirement for equivalence, and some possible paths to demonstrating equivalence, are discussed in Section 7.0.
The Green's function solution, coupled with the solution of the axial equation derived in Section 6.0, will be implemented in the CYNOD code. This code and the numerical results obtained from it will be described in a future report.
